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7 Abstract Despite a long history of rich theoretical work on provenance, empirical
8 research regarding users’ interactions with and judgments based upon provenance
9 information in archives with scientific data is extremely limited. This article focuses

10 on the relationship between provenance and credibility (i.e., trustworthiness and
11 expertise) for scientists. Toward this end, the authors conducted semi-structured
12 interviews with seventeen proteomics researchers who interact with data from
13 ProteomeCommons.org, a large online repository. To analyze the resulting inter-
14 view data, the authors apply Brian Hilligoss and Soo Young Rieh’s empirically
15 tested theoretical framework for user credibility assessment. Findings from this
16 study suggest that together with other information provided in ProteomeCom-
17 mons.org and subjects’ own experiences and prior knowledge, provenance allows
18 users to determine the credibility of datasets. Implications of this study stress
19 the importance of the archival perspective of provenance and archival bond for
20 aiding scientists in their credibility assessments of data housed in scientific data
21 repositories.
22

23 Keywords Provenance ! Credibility ! Scientific data ! Metadata
24

25 Introduction

26 Archival scholars have posited that provenance is critical to retrieval (Bearman and
27 Lytle 1985), contextualization (Cook 2001), and assessing the authenticity (Duranti,
28 2001) of records. The concept of provenance has, however, been primarily
29 developed within the context of traditional archives housing bureaucratic records.
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30 More recently, archival scholars have turned their attention to other kinds of records
31 and the archives they comprise. Of particular interest are scientific research data.
32 Among the broad range of topics covered in Archival Science’s special issue on
33 archiving research data, the principle of provenance came up repeatedly. Vardigan
34 and Whiteman (2007) mention provenance as one of the types of information that
35 must be included in Archival Information Packages (AIPs). They state that ICPSR, a
36 major social science data archive, describes some provenance information in
37 associated metadata records for data (including bibliographic information, collec-
38 tion changes, and history) and that this information is accessible to users. Corti
39 (2007) states that research data archive ‘‘add value’’ to data ‘‘by providing enhanced
40 resource discovery and richer comprehension about the data and its provenance’’ (p.
41 48) and that this enrichment is critical to increasing visibility as well as enabling
42 easier and more effective use of data by researchers and teachers. Studies have not,
43 however, focused on how end users actually interact with provenance information.
44 While provenance has been identified as important information for users, there is
45 little empirical research on how users actually use provenance.
46 This study seeks to add to discussion concerning archiving research data by
47 conducting empirical research to examine users’ interactions with provenance. As a
48 test case, we focus on a specific scientific community—proteomics researchers—of
49 a major scientific data repository, ProteomeCommons.org, and the provenance
50 metadata made available in that repository through the Minimal Information About
51 a Proteomics Experiment (MIAPE) standard, a community-developed metadata
52 framework. Data reuse is critical to the advancement of research in proteomics, and
53 provenance information such as how data were collected, who performed the data
54 collection, how the project was funded, and what has happened to the data during its
55 lifetime is, in turn, critical to enabling reuse. However, when interacting with data,
56 users have access to more than just provenance information; thus, we situate users’
57 interactions with provenance information about data within the larger context of
58 establishing the credibility of a dataset using Hilligoss and Rieh’s (2008) framework
59 for credibility assessment. Trustworthiness and expertise are primary indicators of
60 credibility, and our hypothesis was that provenance contributes to user assessment
61 of both these criteria. Our primary research questions are the following: How do
62 users determine credibility (i.e., trustworthiness and expertise) in the context of a
63 data repository? To what extent do provenance metadata facilitate users’ credibility
64 assessments by providing information about trustworthiness and expertise?

65 Literature review

66 The computer science perspective on provenance has dominated work on scientific
67 data archives. Buneman et al. (2001, p. 316) characterize data provenance as ‘‘the
68 origin of a piece of data and the process by which it arrived in a database.’’ This
69 perspective focuses on the manipulability of data: Particularly in the case of reuse,
70 data are often transformed, recombined, or otherwise removed from their original
71 contexts. Because data are so mutable, confirmation of results based on a particular
72 dataset as well as reuse of those data is contingent on an understanding of their
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73 provenance. Greenwood et al. (2003) expand upon Buneman et al.’s definition,
74 incorporating the idea of workflow and experimental notes into data provenance.
75 Much of this work on provenance in science has emphasized the utility of
76 provenance information for establishing trustworthiness, typically understood as
77 confidence in the integrity and quality of data (Bertino et al. 2009; Dai et al. 2008).
78 Bose and Frew (2005) suggested a number of benefits that provenance informa-
79 tion—or what they term ‘‘lineage systems’’—makes possible, including the ability
80 to identify the source of faulty or anomalous outputs, saving processing ‘‘recipes’’
81 and being able to rerun processing sequences, and comparing the analytical steps
82 involved in producing the data in two or more databases. Simmhan et al. (2005)
83 conducted a comprehensive survey of data provenance techniques for scientific data,
84 finding that while there are a number of systems that include aspects of data
85 provenance, there are still open questions about how best to encode provenance
86 metadata and ensure data trustworthiness.
87 Studies of provenance metadata for scientific data have taken a heavily
88 technology-focused approach, emphasizing the development of systems for tracking
89 and generating provenance metadata. This is in line with much of the previous work
90 in metadata management in the sciences more generally, which has focused
91 primarily on technical infrastructure, especially the components that are necessary
92 to create lineage systems (Bose and Frew 2005) and tying provenance metadata
93 generation to workflow tools and applications (Bowers et al. 2006; Heinis and
94 Alonso 2008), along with the development of conceptual models for data lineage
95 (Bose 2002). Buneman et al. (2006) proposed a database system that would preserve
96 provenance information when data are copied across databases and integrated into
97 new datasets.
98 In contrast, the archival perspective on provenance incorporates more than data
99 lineage. There are significant social aspects that come into play, particularly with

100 respect to the relationships not only between individual records but among ‘‘the
101 organizations or individuals that created, accumulated and/or maintained and used
102 them in the conduct of personal or corporate activity’’ (Society of American
103 Archivists 2004, p. 206). Archival provenance emphasizes the functional and
104 structural contexts of records and their evolution over time (Cook 2001). Provenance
105 is also a concern of researchers in digital preservation: Provenance in the context of
106 digital records is referred to as ‘‘the record of the chain of custody and change history
107 of a digital object’’ (Caplan 2009, p. 6), which extends provenance to incorporate the
108 repository and its preservation actions. International standards have been developed
109 for capturing digital provenance postingest as events, for example, when repositories
110 have made changes to their digital objects as a means of preserving intellectual
111 content (e.g., migrating digital objects from an older file format to a newer one)
112 (PREMIS Editorial Committee 2008).
113 Despite a long history of rich theoretical work on provenance, empirical research
114 regarding users’ interactions with and judgments about provenance information in
115 archives generally and with scientific data in particular is extremely limited.
116 Lauriault et al. (2008) found that users want access to ‘‘metadata that include
117 lineage information to help them determine if the data are fit for use.’’ Fit-for-use
118 decisions are based on several factors. Lauriault et al. list accuracy, authenticity, and
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119 reliability, while other studies emphasize the importance of the identity of the data
120 creator, and particularly their membership in a community of practice (Van House
121 2002; Zimmerman 2008). As used by Hilligoss and Rieh (2008), trustworthiness and
122 expertise are conceptually parallel to Lauriault et al.’s categories: An information
123 object is trustworthy if ‘‘it appears to be reliable, unbiased, and fair’’ (p. 1469)
124 (if it is accurate) and credible if the source is known to have sufficient and
125 appropriate expertise (if it is authentic and reliable). This suggests that provenance,
126 by facilitating assessments of authenticity, reliability, and accuracy, participates in
127 users’ process of determining credibility. To examine how users interact with
128 provenance and other kinds of information during their credibility assessments, we
129 draw on Hilligoss and Rieh’s empirically tested credibility assessment framework,
130 which describes users’ interaction with credibility indicators at construct, heuristic,
131 and interaction levels.

132 Construct: what are the characteristics of a credible piece of information?
133 (pp. 1474–1475)

134 This level encompasses the broad concepts that indicate credibility. The concepts
135 include truthfulness, believability, trustworthiness, and objectivity. Different users
136 may draw on different subsets of these concepts depending on their needs and the
137 kind of information they are looking for, but common to all these concepts is that
138 they are difficult to measure empirically.

139 Heuristic: what rules of thumb allow for quick judgments about credibility?
140 (pp. 1475–1477)

141 Because certain constructs are hard to assess directly, information seekers rely on
142 ‘‘rules of thumb’’ about easily observable features of information that indicate the
143 presence of particular constructs. These characteristics can be media-based (e.g., a
144 rule of thumb may be that books are more truthful than magazines), source-related
145 (e.g., some authors may be more believable than others), endorsement-based (e.g., a
146 work that is cited often may be more authoritative than one cited infrequently), or
147 esthetics-based (e.g., a well-designed Web site could be more trustworthy than one
148 that is shoddily put together).

149 Interaction: what particular characteristics of a piece of information speak
150 to its credibility? (pp. 1477–1479)

151 The construct and heuristic levels help assess credibility at a very general level. The
152 interaction level describes how users assess credibility in the context of using a
153 specific information object. There are three kinds of interactions that can yield
154 information about credibility. First, users can interact with the content itself. They
155 can also interact with peripheral source cues, such as their knowledge of the
156 institution an author is affiliated with and peripheral information object cues, like
157 the amount or completeness of the available metadata.
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158 Methods

159 This study considers the following research questions: How do users determine
160 credibility (i.e., trustworthiness and expertise) in the context of a data repository?
161 To what extent do provenance metadata facilitate users’ credibility assessments by
162 providing information about trustworthiness and expertise? To explore these
163 questions, we conducted seventeen interviews with proteomics researchers to: 1)
164 gather information about how users determine whether a dataset is credible and 2)
165 explore what information users feel is necessary and helpful to them in evaluating
166 data in the context of a data repository.

167 What is proteomics?

168 Proteomics is what is known as a postgenome science. It is one of the many new lines
169 of scientific inquiry opened as a result of advances in genome sequencing. Genes
170 produce proteins; the entire complement of proteins produced by a genome is known
171 as the ‘‘proteome.’’ In the sameway that every organism has a different genome, every
172 organism has a unique proteome. However, unlike an organism’s genome, which
173 remains constant throughout its lifetime, the proteome of an organism—or even the
174 proteins present in different cells within a single organism—will change over time as
175 different genes are expressed or inhibited. This makes sequencing a given proteome a
176 somewhat more complex problem than genome sequencing. However, the dynamic
177 nature of the proteome yields important information to researchers. For example,
178 changes to the types and amount of proteins in a cell or organism can correlate with
179 different disease states. By identifying these changes, researchers can isolate
180 biomarkers, which can then be used to diagnose diseases quickly and accurately.
181 Proteomics researchers use a variety of techniques and instruments, includingmass
182 spectrometry and gel electrophoresis, to isolate, sequence, and identify proteins.
183 While many researchers are involved in studies to determine the biological
184 significance of proteins, others are engaged in developing new methods to more
185 accurately sequence and identify proteins, especially those that are present at very low
186 concentrations. Like genomics, proteomics is a high-throughput, data-intensive
187 science, and there is a significant benefit to be had in reusing the massive amounts of
188 data the field produces. In recognition of this fact, there are several databases that
189 collect proteomics data andmetadata; further,Molecular andCellular Proteomics, the
190 flagship journal in the field, now requires that any author who submits an article using
191 mass spectrometry datamustmake that data publicly available (Rodriguez et al. 2010).

192 Provenance in proteomics

193 As a field, proteomics has already taken steps toward standardizing metadata
194 practices. The Minimal Information About a Proteomics Experiment (MIAPE)
195 standard provides a set of metadata elements that comprise the minimal amount of
196 information necessary to capture all relevant information about a dataset and the
197 experiment that produced it (Taylor et al. 2007). This standard has been widely
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198 implemented and is used in several major repositories for proteomics data. The
199 standard includes elements that, from our perspective as archivists, we considered
200 provenance information, including the date on which the data were initiated; the
201 name(s) of the person(s) responsible for the creation of the data; information about
202 data transformation techniques used; analysis tools used; and information about data
203 generation, including the location of the raw data, databases queried or specifica-
204 tions of equipment and conditions under which the data were produced. Table 1
205 shows the provenance elements we identified in the standard. The metadata fields
206 available in ProteomeCommons.org are based on the MIAPE standard, a metadata
207 standard developed by the proteomics community. This framework as implemented
208 by ProteomeCommons.org allows authors to provide extensive metadata if they so
209 choose, but there is no minimum requirement.

210 ProteomeCommons.org

211 ProteomeCommons.org is one of the major proteomics data repositories, containing
212 about 11Terabytes of data provided by authors or harvested from other proteomics
213 data systems. This repository, housed at the University of Michigan, provides a data
214 annotation system to researchers, allowing them to supply metadata about the data
215 they submit to Tranche, a repository system that is integrated with ProteomeCom-
216 mons.org. Users of ProteomeCommons.org include academic researchers, research-
217 ers affiliated with non-university-based research centers, and researchers in industry
218 settings. Proteomics is an international field, and researchers from all over the world
219 are represented in the ProteomeCommons.org user community.
220 The MIAPE standard is implemented in ProteomeCommons.org, and in the
221 current release version of ProteomeCommons.org, some provenance metadata are
222 displayed, including information about who uploaded data and when, his/her name,
223 country, organization/institution, and department. There is also a ‘‘Description’’
224 section, which is a free-text area that may also contain provenance information,
225 such as the study’s funding source or other individuals who worked on the dataset.
226 There are no provenance elements in the MIAPE standard that are not included in
227 ProteomeCommons.org’s implementation, but ProtoemeCommons.org also includes
228 additional indicators of a dataset’s integrity. At the top of the data download page is

Table 1 Provenance elements identified in the MIAPE metadata standard

Element Name Description

Date Stamp The date on which the work described was initiated; given in the standard
‘‘YYYY-MM-DD’’ format (with hyphens).

Responsible person or
institutional role

The (stable) primary contact person for this dataset; this could be the
experimenter, laboratory head, line manager, etc.

Data transformation
techniques

Include algorithms used, preparation or processing techniques,
normalization techniques.

Analysis tools Include software name and version, initial input parameters.

Data generation Includes location of raw data, databases queried or specifications of
equipment and conditions under which data were produced.
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229 an alphanumeric string, or the Tranche hash, which can be used to verify that data
230 have not changed since they were published. The hash is a checksum calculated
231 based on the content of the dataset plus its license and a small set of metadata and is
232 unique for that dataset. A researcher looking to use the data can download the
233 dataset and recalculate the hash. If the new hash matches what is displayed in
234 ProteomeCommons.org, the researcher can be confident that the data are identical to
235 what were uploaded. Differences in the hash codes would indicate that the data have
236 been corrupted.

237 Data collection, instruments, and analysis

238 ProteomeCommons.org had 581 registered users at the time our study began.1 We
239 excluded users who were on ProteomeCommons.org’s development team as well as
240 those who had registered but never uploaded data, resulting in a pool of 191 eligible
241 subjects. We recruited participants for interviews via e-mail. Because our subject
242 base was globally distributed, we conducted phone interviews with users in the
243 United States and Canada (n = 13) and sent e-mail versions of the same protocol to
244 users in Europe and Asia (n = 4). Every subject, regardless of the primary interview
245 mode, also filled out a demographic survey by e-mail at the end of the interview. We
246 completed 17 total interviews between June 2010 and August 2010.
247 The interviews consisted of a set of questions (See Appendix 1) relating to the
248 participant’s data deposit and reuse behaviors, including assessing a sample
249 publication and the information that paper provided about the data used therein.
250 Participants also completed a rating exercise (See Appendix 2). In the exercise,
251 participants were provided with a list of provenance elements that are included in
252 the MIAPE standard, and they were asked to rate on a five-point Likert scale the
253 confidence they would have in a dataset based only on that information. The
254 demographic survey recorded each subject’s level of experience with proteomics
255 research and their current employment, among other information (See Appendix 3).
256 We developed a coding schema based on Hilligoss and Rieh’s credibility
257 framework, described above, and coded the interview transcripts using NVivo
258 (Bazeley 2007). Because of the small sample size, no statistical methods were used
259 on the quantitative data.

260 Findings

261 Study subjects

262 The subjects in this study are representative of the larger ProtoemeCommons.org
263 user base: Many are located in the United States, but four work abroad, and while
264 the majority (8) were faculty members, the rest are a mix of postdoctoral fellows/

1FL01 1 The actual number of users is likely higher, since users only need to register to upload datasets, not to
1FL02 download them.
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265 researchers (5), staff scientists (3), and one consultant. They have a range of
266 experience in the field. Most had worked in the proteomics research area for
267 1–5 years (9) or had 5–10 years of experience (5). Table 2 includes attributes of our
268 subjects.
269 All of our subjects had experience interacting with ProteomeCommons.org.
270 Except for one individual, our subjects indicated that they themselves are responsible
271 for uploading data (rather than passing the job off to a graduate student, for example).
272 Among our subjects, the most common reason for using ProteomeCommons.org was
273 to fulfill publication requirements that stipulated datasets must be accessible; eight
274 subjects indicated this. Six subjects use ProteomeCommons.org to share data, two
275 use it primarily as a portal for accessing Tranche, the database back end of the
276 system, and one subject uses it to make datasets broadly available. Close to half (7)
277 had also downloaded and used data from ProteomeCommons.org: Four had used an
278 entire dataset, one had used part of a dataset, and two had done both. Two of the ten
279 subjects who said they had not used data from ProteomeCommons.org left clarifying
280 comments on the demographic survey (Appendix 3): One indicated that she did use
281 data, but it was strictly from collaborators, and the other said he had downloaded
282 data, but only as part of the process of reviewing a paper. The number of times our
283 subjects had uploaded data to ProteomeCommons.org ranged from one to 72, with
284 the majority of users (10) classified as ‘‘heavy’’ users (number of uploads[5). Six
285 were light users, only having uploaded once or twice. None of our subjects, however,
286 perceived themselves to be ‘‘heavy’’ users; eight felt that they were ‘‘medium’’ users,
287 and nine thought they were ‘‘light’’ users.
288 We initially assumed that (1) researchers rely primarily on provenance metadata
289 when initially evaluating a dataset and (2) some elements of provenance metadata

Table 2 Study subjects’
demographic attributes

Subjects Rank Location

01 Assistant Professor Europe

02 Assistant Professor Canada

03 Proteomics Consultant U. S.

04 Professor U. S.

05 Staff Scientist U. S.

06 Post-Doctoral Fellow/Researcher U. S.

07 Assistant Professor U. S.

08 Post-Doctoral Fellow/Researcher U. S.

09 Staff Scientist U. S.

10 Assistant Research Professor U. S.

11 Post-Doctoral Fellow/Researcher U. S.

12 Assistant Professor U. S.

13 Assistant Research Professor U. S.

14 Post-Doctoral Fellow/Researcher U. S.

15 Post-Doctoral Fellow/Researcher Europe

16 Assistant Professor Canada

17 Staff Scientist U. S.
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290 would be more useful than others. As we conducted interviews and then analyzed
291 the resulting data, however, it became clear that these assumptions did not hold. We
292 found that these users paid attention to provenance but in a somewhat different
293 manner than we expected. Specifically, provenance provided a foundation for
294 evaluating a dataset’s trustworthiness and the expertise of the dataset’s source.
295 Together with other information provided in ProteomeCommons.org and our
296 subjects’ own experience and prior knowledge, provenance allowed users to
297 determine the credibility of datasets. The following sections explore in more detail
298 how users use provenance to establish a dataset’s credibility (i.e., data trustwor-
299 thiness and the expertise of its source) and finally, how provenance fits into the
300 larger picture of the information environment in which credibility assessments
301 occur.

302 Using provenance an indicator of trustworthiness

303 Our questions focused largely on subjects’ evaluations of the way they and others
304 document their data, both as citations or descriptions in papers and as metadata
305 contributed to ProteomeCommons.org and Tranche. For the most part, researchers
306 expressed satisfaction with what others provided and confidence in their own
307 documentation processes: S16 felt he provided enough information for others to trust
308 and use his data because he’d ‘‘never had anybody complain so far.’’ S14 indicated that
309 she provides ‘‘as much information as possible in a text format ready to be cited by the
310 re-users.’’ S04 described providing enough information for others to trust and use his
311 data as a personal goal, stating ‘‘If we are going to have a public repository and I’m
312 going to go to the lengths to put it there, I certainly would be happy to hear that
313 someone’s using the data.’’ For S04, providing appropriate information about the
314 datasets he uploads to ProteomeCommons.org would serve as a means to such an end.
315 In part, simply making data available contributes to its trustworthiness. One subject
316 indicated that publishing or archiving data is a form of endorsement:

317 When somebody is willing to stick their neck out and make their data
318 available, I think that means a lot. And so that improves the trustworthiness of
319 the data (S06).

320 However, our subjects agreed that provenance information plays an additional role
321 in making a dataset trustworthy. Specifically, provenance contributed to their
322 assessments of three constructs that are components of trustworthiness: accuracy,
323 integrity, and authenticity. Provenance information functioned in multiple ways
324 under Hilligoss and Rieh’s framework. In some cases, provenance information acted
325 as credibility cues, for example, direct indicators of data accuracy; other elements of
326 provenance information served as heuristics, allowing users to indirectly assess the
327 integrity and authenticity of data.

328 Accuracy

329 When asked what pieces of information are most interesting or important when
330 evaluating a dataset, most subjects focused on experimental and methodological
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331 parameters, such as the instrument used (S02), the characteristics of the sample used
332 (S13), and the search algorithm (S16) or other data processing methods used (S01).
333 These examples of provenance information help in evaluating the accuracy of data.
334 Along with these direct indicators of data accuracy, users also relied on interactions
335 with peripheral source cues, or their knowledge about characteristics of the data
336 source. S12 noted, for example, that he could gauge how accurate data were based
337 on what brand of instrument had been used in their generation. Others noted that the
338 age of the instrument that produced the data is important. Data produced from an old
339 instrument might be superseded by data from a new version (S13); the old data may
340 not be incorrect, necessarily, but it would not be worth using, especially if newer,
341 more accurate data were available or could be generated.
342 The availability of provenance information related to data accuracy was,
343 however, a common complaint. S01, S13, S14, S15, and S17 all felt there were
344 specific experimental parameters or methodological details that should be made
345 available more often than they typically are. S01 noted that ‘‘the achieved mass
346 accuracy, mass precision and false discovery rate are the most critical parameters’’
347 but are infrequently reported. S13 pointed out, however, that some of this
348 information ‘‘may not have to be explicitly specified in the data entry forms when
349 you’re uploading data’’ because it is automatically encoded in raw instrument files;
350 those parameters would only be left out if a processed file, rather than a raw file, is
351 uploaded.

352 Integrity and authenticity

353 The integrity of data and its authenticity can be difficult to assess directly; without
354 actual knowledge of the state of a dataset upon submission, users cannot assess for
355 themselves whether the data have lost integrity over time or that they are what they
356 purport to be. In order to indirectly assess data integrity and authenticity, users
357 relied on several heuristics that draw on provenance information.
358 One heuristic our subjects employed is media-related. Hilligoss and Rieh defined
359 media broadly, meaning ‘‘any media, format, or channel through which information
360 is conveyed’’ (p. 1475). The two media in which subjects encounter data in the
361 context of proteomics research are through a manuscript (either in print or online) or
362 through a repository. Subjects indicated that published data were more credible than
363 data that existed solely in a repository, in part because published data are more
364 strictly controlled. For example, S15 said, ‘‘Using unpublished data […] is therefore
365 in my view not ideal, also because Tranche permits data to be withdrawn and
366 deleted. Information in published manuscripts is more long-lasting’’ (S15). Further,
367 subjects suggested that the quality of the paper directly reflected the quality of the
368 data; for example, if a paper did not sufficiently describe the data associated with it,
369 S16 argued, ‘‘you probably wouldn’t even bother to look further.’’ Subjects did not,
370 however, differentiate between media at a more granular level, either between
371 manuscripts in different journals or between the multiple repositories available to
372 proteomics researchers. For example, S17 commented that in terms of using specific
373 scientific repositories to access proteomics research datasets, ‘‘[i]t doesn’t matter to
374 me if it’s ProteomeCommons or PeptideAtlas or PRIDE or wherever.’’
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375 A second heuristic was related to the source of the data. Hilligoss and Rieh found
376 that their subjects differentiated between sources in two ways: familiar versus
377 unfamiliar and primary versus secondary. The primary versus secondary distinction
378 is not relevant to this study, but subjects did indicate that they would find data with
379 associated contact information for the author more credible than data that did not
380 include that information. As S03 noted, ‘‘If I have two equivalent data sets, right;
381 one from one researcher and one from another researcher, and if I can contact one of
382 the researchers and not another, I guess I’ll go with the researcher I could contact.’’
383 To S03, the presence of contact information serves as a source-related heuristic.
384 Important pieces of provenance information for our subjects were whether the
385 data were attached to a paper that had been submitted and accepted to a journal and
386 further, whether the author was identified and could be contacted. This information
387 ensures an independent measure of data integrity; if the data in ProteomeCom-
388 mons.org or downloaded from Tranche differ from the published description, the
389 data cannot be trusted. It also offers a guarantee of the data’s authenticity; the data
390 are more likely to be what they purport to be if there is a visible and reachable
391 creator. But both these pieces of information potentially cue users into another
392 component of credibility: the expertise of the data creator.

393 Using provenance as an indicator of expertise

394 Although some subjects placed relatively less importance on knowledge of the
395 data’s author than on other factors, like experimental parameters and data quality
396 measures (for example, S15 kindly provided an ordered list of the kinds of
397 information important to him, with ‘‘institution and corresponding author’’ as the
398 ninth entry), others noted that the identity of the data producer would play a role in
399 their judgments about the data. S06 said that his decision to use data would be in
400 part contingent on the reputation of the data producer: ‘‘I am less likely to look at
401 data that comes from somebody who doesn’t have a reputation that is as strong […]
402 or they don’t have a reputation that I’m aware of.’’ S17 dissented, however, noting
403 that reputation is not everything: ‘‘There’s some really good people that put out crap
404 data, and vice versa. There’s some people that are not well known that publish great
405 data.’’
406 Perhaps, the most critical piece of information in assessing the expertise of the
407 data creator is the existence of a publication associated with data. Our subjects
408 repeatedly stressed the importance of having a paper to go with data; in part, this
409 ensures data integrity and authenticity, as described above, but additionally, a
410 published paper ensures the expertise of the data creator because the paper has been
411 through peer review—and in this field, reviewers assess both the publication and the
412 data that go with it.

413 Using provenance together with other information

414 Subjects’ responses to the rating exercise (see Appendix 2) indicated general
415 approval for the provenance information specified in the MIAPE standard. Eleven
416 subjects rated their confidence in a dataset based on the provided provenance
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417 metadata above a 4 (scale: 1–5, with 5 ‘‘completely confident’’ and 1 ‘‘not at all
418 confident’’), two gave themselves a 3, indicating that they were neither confident nor
419 unconfident, and three rated themselves lower than a 3. However, their comments in
420 response to both the rating exercise and our interview questions suggested that
421 evaluating provenance metadata is only one part of the process they go through
422 when determining a dataset’s credibility. S17 qualified his rating, explaining that
423 depending on what he was trying to do with the data, he would consider the
424 metadata provided dramatically more or less useful:

425 Okay, so, as far as being able to replicate the analysis that’s presented, I feel
426 that would be like a four, like pretty confident about that, right? But as far as
427 talking about the biology, [the MIAPE provenance metadata elements] don’t
428 even, they don’t say anything about the way the samples are generated, and
429 that’s three quarters of the battle. So, as far as that’s concerned, that’s you
430 know, like a one.

431 While S17 believed, if given this information, he would know enough to replicate
432 the analysis, the preservation metadata did not include information about processes
433 used to generate the samples, which can dramatically affect data quality, and thus,
434 he would not feel comfortable trusting the data without this information. S13
435 described ‘‘very well specified metadata’’ as a ‘‘minimum requirement,’’ noting that
436 ‘‘[metadata] wouldn’t automatically make [a data set] trustworthy but […] it would
437 certainly help evaluate it.’’ Although provenance metadata can serve as an indicator
438 of a dataset’s trustworthiness and the expertise of its creators, even very complete
439 metadata may not be enough. S15 further clarifies this point: ‘‘In my view, it is
440 impossible to describe all the possible details that might have an impact on the
441 results in a standardized manner.’’
442 As we spoke with our subjects, it became clear that they do not rely on provenance
443 in isolation but instead drew on other available kinds of information, especially
444 information made available in their interactions with the dataset. This squares with
445 Hilligoss and Rieh’s framework, in which users partly rely on heuristics based on
446 metadata and the information source and also draw on what they learn by interaction
447 with information objects and the content they carry. In particular, the peripheral
448 information object cue most frequently identified by our subjects was the amount of
449 metadata made available with a dataset. More metadata typically indicate higher-
450 quality data (S11); conversely, when metadata are missing, one might ‘‘normally
451 assume that the data is of low quality’’ (S01). No matter how much metadata are
452 available, it may not be enough to make a complete judgment about a dataset’s
453 credibility.
454 Our subjects repeatedly expressed the importance of working with the data
455 themselves: ‘‘You never know the quality of the data that’s used in the data set until
456 you’re actually manipulating the data’’ (S17). S04 would have ‘‘skeptical
457 confidence’’ based on complete metadata, but ‘‘would have to work with that
458 dataset extensively to convince [him]self that it’s either believable or not.’’ S12
459 more colorfully explained, ‘‘My assumption is that all data sets are crap. […] Then
460 I’ll process the data set and find out if they are in fact worthwhile.’’ This kind of
461 ‘‘hands-on’’ work is key to determining the credibility of a dataset and goes hand-in-
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462 hand with the evaluations enabled by provenance information. While provenance
463 information can enable at least initial judgments about the trustworthiness of data
464 and the expertise of the producer, some users also needed to interact directly with
465 the data contained in the dataset to make a final decision about whether they really
466 were credible.

467 Connecting data to a publication: users’ reliance on the ‘‘archives of science’’

468 Hilligoss and Rieh’s framework does not easily accommodate one indicator of
469 credibility that our subjects deemed particularly important: data’s connection to a
470 published paper. Although to some extent that interaction is captured as a media-
471 based heuristic, our subjects indicated that their reliance on publications went
472 deeper than that. Hilligoss and Rieh’s levels of credibility assessment are embedded
473 within the search context, which serves as a catchall for any factors that influence
474 interactions between the levels and searcher’s decisions about which indicators of
475 credibility are most important.
476 S06 explained that while he felt that the provenance metadata included with the
477 dataset are useful, ProteomeCommons.org

478 is just a location for the things, and then, if you go get them, together with the
479 paper, you should be able to figure everything out, ‘cause for me, the paper is
480 really the guide. I want everything in the paper.

481 While unexpected in the context of this study, the importance researchers place
482 on connecting data and manuscripts is not unknown. It is often framed as a response
483 to concerns over misinterpretation or misuse of data; in this sense, connecting a
484 paper to a dataset is an easy way to provide extensive metadata. Smit (2011) asks
485 (hypothetically), ‘‘Is it not the official version of record, as officially peer reviewed
486 and published, that will explain background, context, methodology and possibilities
487 for further analysis in the best possible way, and express the intentions of the person
488 who helped collect the data?’’ (n.p.). Several of our respondents echoed this
489 opinion:

490 S12: I mostly see the summary text as being valuable in helping someone who
491 is just glancing through ProteomeCommons to figure out whether this data set
492 is of any interest and then the citation of the paper tells them any additional
493 information they’d want to get.
494 S15: If I download a dataset referenced in a citation in order to use the data for
495 my own work, I would first of all also download the original manuscript
496 because this most likely contains additional information. […] In my view, it is
497 impossible to describe all the possible details that might have an impact on the
498 results in a standardized manner. […] For these reasons, I think it will always
499 be necessary to download the original manuscript.

500 The manuscript can provide important additional details, even when there are good
501 metadata associated with a dataset, and conversely, information in a paper can
502 counteract the effect of limited metadata. For example, when S11 reviewed the
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503 provenance metadata in the MIAPE standard, he first ranked his confidence in data
504 with that metadata as a one, but when told he could imagine that there was also a
505 paper associated with the data, he changed his tune: ‘‘Well in that case let me take a
506 look again. […] I’d be happy to give it a four.’’
507 To some extent, the expectation of more complete information in a paper reflects
508 a practical concern: adding metadata when depositing a dataset takes time, and even
509 when researchers recognize the usefulness of extensive metadata, they may not
510 provide it themselves:

511 S06: Well, so here, I’m a total hypocrite, okay. So, I love it when people
512 include a lot of information, yet I don’t do it myself. And so, I include the
513 minimum that I need to include to get the hash record… so [laughs] I can
514 submit the darn paper, okay.

515 Because data tend to be well described in papers, linking a dataset to the paper that
516 describes it solves a problem of missing or less-than-complete metadata without
517 requiring researchers to duplicate the effort they already put into writing the
518 methods section of the paper. For S05, the paper and the metadata in Proteome-
519 Commons.org together are important for establishing the credibility of the data,
520 especially with respect to the process by which it was created:

521 S05: we should be able to follow each data point (in this case spectrum) from
522 its source of origin all the way through our pipelines where it may become
523 reference data.

524 But can the information contained in papers be taken at face value, as simply
525 additional metadata? Our subjects suggest not. As S04 described, papers are
526 ‘‘necessarily incomplete’’ because of restrictions on length or the particular focus of
527 a journal. Papers tell a very specific story about the data, which may or may not help
528 anyone to reuse the data:

529 S10: You know, everyone has a healthy skepticism towards any data that’s out
530 there. That’s because what you report in your paper is really your interpretation
531 of the data.
532 S13: For the paper the goal is to sort of, the goal isn’t dissemination of data
533 and capturing of all the data one would need for all the metadata you would
534 need to distribute the raw data. The goal of the paper is to sort of tell a story,
535 convey a story about the particular problem that you’re studying.

536 Manuscripts derived from data are ‘‘a distillation and stylized version of the
537 processes’’ of science (Shankar 2007, p. 1458), rather than strictly reporting the
538 happenings of the laboratory and its occupants. They ‘‘tell the story of an ideal past
539 in which all the protocols were duly followed’’ (Bowker 2005, p. 7). Papers are
540 contingent, and thus, they are not an unproblematic record of the process by which a
541 dataset was generated and analyzed. While on the one hand, papers can make up for
542 a lack of metadata accompanying a dataset, on the other, they also fail to provide the
543 complete story of the data. Neither the metadata associated with a dataset nor the
544 paper alone is enough to establish the trustworthiness of a dataset; the provenance of
545 the data is not established solely through metadata, but rather is instantiated through
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546 the complex of the data and the paper associated with them. This explains our
547 subjects’ ambivalence about any individual element of provenance information. No
548 one element is necessarily more important than another because the sum of all
549 indicators is greater than any one part.

550 Discussion

551 This study offers a concrete example of how context, in the form of disciplinary
552 norms for establishing trustworthiness, influences the assessment of credibility. In
553 particular, our subjects made it clear that a norm in proteomics research is that the
554 manuscript is the definitive source for scientific knowledge; data are secondary in
555 importance to the manuscript. Even in the case where a researcher is looking to
556 reuse data for her own purposes, she would turn first to the paper in which the data
557 were published before exploring the dataset itself (S04). The credibility assessment
558 described by Hilligoss and Rieh and explored in some detail above is contingent in
559 this instance on the existence of a manuscript.
560 Additionally, this norm influences not only our subjects’ interpretation of the
561 metadata and other information cues presented to them but also their expectations
562 of how their own work will be received. Another important part of the context in
563 which our subjects carry out their credibility assessments is that they are not only
564 consumers of the information available in ProteomeCommons.org, they are
565 also information providers. Thus, there is a feedback relationship between the
566 information our subjects used in their credibility assessments and the kind of
567 information they provide to ensure that other researchers will find their work
568 credible. S04 further explained that he would ‘‘very much assume’’ that anyone
569 looking at his data would have already read the associated paper. S11 and S17
570 noted that they shared this expectation, and because of it, they often provided only
571 limited metadata about their data in ProteomeCommons.org; anyone who wanted
572 to use the data would get everything they needed (they hoped) from the
573 manuscripts. The assumption of a connection to a published manuscript as a
574 necessary component of credibility thus underlies every action these subjects take
575 and the decisions they make within ProteomeCommons.org.
576 As our understanding of the nature of scientific records and the diverse forms
577 those records can take grows, new avenues for exploring how those records are
578 constructed, used, and related to each other have opened. For our subjects, access to
579 one record—a dataset—and its associated metadata is not enough to understand that
580 record’s provenance; instead, they relied on what is essentially ‘‘a scientific
581 archive.’’ We suggest that an important next step is to move beyond a myopic focus
582 on records and consider the archives of science: the interrelationships between the
583 records—be they specimens, laboratory notebooks, or publications—that together
584 participate in the production of scientific knowledge. Data provenance is
585 meaningfully communicated to users not solely through metadata but through the
586 arrangement of a set of records, in this case datasets and associated manuscripts.
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587 The importance of connecting the multiple records generated in the course of an
588 activity is well known to archivists. By creating order and destroying disorder,
589 archives define and create value, and in doing so, ‘‘embody a social vocation to
590 create a special place in which a certain order of values prevail’’ (Brothman 1991,
591 p. 82). Cook argues that key to meaningfully creating order—putting together an
592 archival fonds—is the idea of creatorship: ‘‘It is impossible, therefore, to conceive,
593 let alone identify, a fonds without having a clear understanding of the nature, scope
594 and authority of the creator of the records involved and of the records-creating

595 process’’ (1993, p. 27, emphasis original). Duranti further emphasizes that it is the
596 relationship (what she calls archival bond) among records in a fond that gives
597 meaning to the individual records, different than context, ‘‘[t]he archival bond is
598 expression of the development of the activity in which the document participates,
599 rather than of the act that the document embodies (e.g., appointment, grant, request),
600 because it contains within itself the direction of the cause-effect relationship’’
601 (1997, p. 217, emphasis original).
602 This is the understanding that archivists have to offer in the context of scientific
603 data repositories. Metadata standards are not enough to effectively enable reuse of
604 scientific data; the subjects in this study explicitly needed access to the archive of
605 records produced along with a dataset, not only the dataset itself. However, because
606 the various records of science are often dispersed—journal articles held by
607 publishers, laboratory notebooks on shelves and hard drives in laboratories, and data
608 in repositories—there is a significant challenge to be overcome in linking these
609 various items together. In ProteomeCommons.org, for example, the simple
610 hyperlink on the study description page does not seem to be sufficient. Although
611 the link is there, it is easy to overlook. S06 described fielding questions from readers
612 who wanted to reuse data he had made available:

613 So, you know, in the paper, if you just read the darn paper, it says this, it says
614 it in plain language, this data is available as supplementary material on the
615 [Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences] website and sure enough
616 it’s there. So, you know, I can’t make people find it.

617 S06 might not be able to make people find things, but perhaps archivists can. The
618 current design of data repositories falls well short of Cook’s vision for the future, in
619 which ‘‘virtual ‘archives without walls’ [exist] on the Internet to facilitate access by
620 the public to thousands of interlinked record-keeping systems’’ (2001, p. 24). How
621 can the connection between paper and data be made meaningful and obvious to
622 readers?

623 Conclusions

624 In this study, we find that provenance metadata, while an important part of
625 establishing the credibility of a dataset, are not wholly sufficient for that purpose.
626 Rather, researchers rely on other kinds of information, including their own prior
627 knowledge. Understanding how users interact with these types of information is a
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628 crucial part of enabling reuse; simply ensuring that metadata in a data repository are
629 complete will not, in and of itself, promote data reuse. This work also speaks to the
630 importance of understanding disciplinary norms for research, credibility, and
631 crediting work. For proteomics researchers, it is critically important to link data
632 with the paper it was first described in. This linkage may be more or less important
633 for other fields, and repositories must understand what is important to their
634 designated community in order to provide data that are seen as trustworthy.
635 Future comparative work in the area will be valuable in establishing similarities
636 and differences across fields in the kinds of information users rely on to determine
637 credibility. This study was limited in the number of interviews that could be carried
638 out, in part because proteomics is a small and relatively new field. A larger-scale
639 study, either in proteomics or in another discipline, would be important to validating
640 and confirming what we have discussed here.
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645 Appendix 1

646 (1) For this first question, I’ll ask you to refer to one of the documents I sent—
647 example.pdf. When researchers write a paper and make the data accessible, they
648 often provide a citation with some basic information about the dataset. This
649 example shows one way of acknowledging a dataset the author used. In this case,
650 it’s longish description, and they’ve included information like the data producer’s
651 names, experimental parameters and the hash code you could use to find the
652 dataset in Tranche. But this is just one example of how to do it. What kinds of
653 information would you include if you were providing a citation for a dataset? Is
654 that information readily available? Is it typically available if you are using data
655 generated outside of your own lab?
656 (2) When you read a paper and there is a data citation, what information do you
657 typically look for? Is there information you would like to see that is not typically
658 included in citations?
659 (3) Imagine you’ve read a paper that cites a dataset that would be of interest in
660 your own research, and you’re considering downloading it and using it yourself.
661 Is the information in the citation sufficient for you to decide whether to use it? If
662 not, what other information would you need? Where would you find that
663 information?
664 (4) When you contribute data to ProteomeCommons, do you include all the
665 information that you would include in a data citation in a paper? Do you provide
666 more information, or less? What kinds of information do you include, and what
667 do you leave out? Do you include all the information that someone else would
668 need to cite your dataset appropriately?
669 (5) Does this information help you gauge the trustworthiness of a dataset? If not,
670 what other information would you need?
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671 Appendix 2

672 Below, you’ll see a list of different kinds of provenance information. Imagine you
673 have found a dataset that you know has content that is interesting to you, and you’re
674 deciding whether to use it or not.

676

677 Element name Description

678 Date stamp The date on which the work described was initiated; given in the standard
‘‘YYYY-MM-DD’’ format (with hyphens).

679 Responsible person or
680 institutional role

The (stable) primary contact person for this dataset; this could be the
experimenter, laboratory head, line manager, etc.

681 Data transformation
682 techniques

Include algorithms used, preparation or processing techniques,
normalization techniques.

683 Analysis tools Include software name and version, initial input parameters.

684 Data generation Includes location of raw data, databases queried or specifications of
equipment and conditions under which data were produced.

685686 On a scale of 1–5, with 1 being ‘‘Not at all confident’’ and 5 being ‘‘Completely
687 confident,’’ how confident are you making a decision whether or not to use the data
688 based only on the information in front of you?

690690

691 What other information would you need to make you completely confident?
692 Is there any information on this list that you feel is not important or could be left
693 out?

694 Appendix 3: Demographic survey

695 Please tell us about yourself.

696 I. Background

697 (1) Are you a: (Please shade the appropriate circle)
698 Graduate student
699 Post-doctoral fellow/researcher
700 Faculty member
701 Please specify your rank:
702 Lab technician
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703 (2) How long have you been at your current institution?
704 Less than 1 year
705 1–5 years
706 5–10 years
707 10 year or more

708 II. Your Experience Using ProteomeCommons

709 1) How heavy or light a user of ProteomeCommons are you? The scale below
710 ranges from ‘Light’ to ‘Heavy.’ Mark the point on the scale which best matches
711 your activity level.

713713
714 (2) Why did you begin using ProteomeCommons?
715 [open ended]
716 (3) Have you or a project you’ve worked on ever contributed data to
717 ProteomeCommons?
718 No
719 Yes
720 (4) When you contribute data, do you upload it yourself, or does someone else do
721 it?
722 I upload data myself.
723 Another colleague is responsible for uploading data to ProteomeCommons
724 (5) Have you ever used data from ProteomeCommons in your own research?
725 I have used an entire dataset from ProteomeCommons.
726 I have used part of a dataset from ProteomeCommons.
727 I have never used data from ProeteomeCommons.
728 (6) Have you ever downloaded data from ProteomeCommons?
729 No
730 Yes
731 Another colleague is responsible for downloading data from ProteomeCommons
732
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